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3.98.06 is a feature release that includes full support for Windows 11 Professional and Enterprise, 
certification for SQL 2019, and numerous bug fixes, along additional back-end improvements to 
AutoNaming. 
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Features 
Windows 11 Certification 
Many customers have already upgraded to Windows 11 or purchased new hardware that comes with 
Windows 11. Now they can be assured that On-Screen Takeoff/Digital Production Control has been fully 
tested and certified for use with Windows 11 Professional and Enterprise (Home is not supported). 

 

Microsoft SQL 2019 Certification 
Our last supported version of SQL was 2014 which is one it’s way to being “sunset” by Microsoft. 
Certification of SQL 2019 ensures you can continues to use SQL-type databases in a fully-supported 
version of SQL for years to come. 

 

Changes 
Upgraded Codebase 
To ensure On-Screen Takeoff continues to work with newer versions of Windows and the latest 
technology, we’ve migrated the codebase to Visual Studio 2019. This means your investment in On-
Screen Takeoff 3.98.06 and future updates will keep working for a long time. 

Removed Support for CPC File Type  
The CPC file type (Cartesian Perceptual Compression) is a propriety file type that used to be used by 
iSqFt and other planrooms. Most have migrated to PDF and we have made the decision to stop supporting 
CPC files natively in the application. Like any other un-supported file type, you just have to convert to 
TIFF using a 3rd party utility and then use those TIFFs in On-Screen Takeoff. 

 

Fixes 
 ON-3864 - 3-point linear takeoff results change fractionally after flipping horizontally or 

vertically 
 ON-4031 - The scrollbar for the "View" drop-down does not work in the Annotation and 

View (2nd) Window (previously called the 2nd View Window) or the View (3rd) 
Window 

 ON-4088 - Saving a new Style Set expands previously collapsed Style groups 
 ON-4094 - Clicking "No" on the Delete Condition Folder confirmation prompt still 

deletes folder (affects versions 3.97 through 3.98.05) 
 ON-4146 - The CreateDateTime field in the database was not populating correctly 
 ON-4210 - Typing spaces in the Name or Estimator filter fields does not enable the Clear 

Filter button on the Bids Tab 
 ON-4211 - Right-clicking while holding down the left mouse button will cause On-

Screen Takeoff to lock up (Customer Ticket # 02118301) 
 ON-4226 - Clicking <ENTER> while editing a Text Annotation moves focus out of the 

text box 



 ON-4333 - Copying and Pasting a Highlighter annotation in the Annotation and View 
(2nd) Window does not save the pasted Highlight 

 ON-4336 - Cut and Paste any Annotation in Main window doesn't show pasted object in 
Annotation and View (2nd) window 

 ON-4424 - The preview window is blank when adding an Overlay via the Overlay 
Wizard 

Known Issues 
 There are several Known Issues related to the new functionality introduced in the 

Annotation and View Window and 3rd View Window. Please see the Release Notes for 
OST v.3.98.05.57 for details. 

 


